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90 | Waxy pear flavors ride a lush texture of supportive acidity in this rare white from dry-farmed vines planted more 
than four decades ago. Food-friendly and light on its feet, it's the perfect picnic wine, ready for charcuterie and cheese. 
(Virgine Boone)

Story: Colombard is a variety originally from the 
South-West of France where it has been grown for 
hundreds of years. Yannick made his first Colombard in 
1996 in the heart of Gascony. It was once the most 
widely planted white grape in California. In the Russian 
River Valley, only two or three vineyards have remained 
since those days. As vines get older, they produce less 
fruit, and the wine offers richer flavors and texture.   

Tasting note: This Colombard is so pure and mouth-
watering that one immediately wants to be transported 
to the seaside on a hot day. The smells of jasmine, 
honeysuckle, juicy peach, and freshly cut pineapple 
excite the nose. On the palate, the wine is textured, 
elegant and mineral (thanks, skin contact and old 
vines!). As the flavors of tropical fruit and lemon zest 
linger in the mouth, one wants to pause and savor them. 
Pausing is a good thing, because this Colombard tends 
to disappear quickly, we’ve heard.  

Our food recommendations have been pretty consistent 
over the years: oysters (Yannick’s favorite pairing), 
seafood, sushi, and grilled white fish. If you feel a little 
adventurous, try this Colombard with Asian food. 

AVA: Russian River Valley 

Vineyard: 45-year-old, dry-farmed vines 

Winemaking: Skin contact maceration for 7 hours, 
élevage sur lies for 4 months, aging in 85% stainless 
steel and 15% neutral French oak.  

Alcohol: 12.5%      pH: 3.35      

Production: 307 cases


